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Issues for Farmers Remaining in the
2013-14 Wisconsin Legislative Session
By Jordan Lamb, DeWitt Ross & Stevens
The 2013-14 Wisconsin legislative session is nearing its scheduled end in April 2014.
Wisconsin farmers have been working since January 2013 on several key issues that
need resolution before the 2014 growing season begins.
High Capacity Well Legislation. 2013 Senate Bill 302 authored by Senator Neal
Kedzie (R-Elkhorn), would address the high capacity well regulatory uncertainty that
was created by the Wisconsin Supreme Court in the 2011 Lake Beulah decision. This
legislation restores regulatory certainty to Wisconsin's high capacity well permitting
program by clarifying what standards of review will be applied by the DNR to new
wells, new wells in environmentally sensitive areas, replacement wells, reconstructed
wells and establishes a clear system for transferring ownership of wells when a farm
is sold or passed down to the next generation. SB 302 has been recommended for
passage by the Senate Natural Resources Committee and awaits consideration by
the full Senate and Assembly. Wisconsin farmers are working with legislators to pass
this important legislation before this legislative session comes to an end.
IoH Legislation. 2013 Senate Bill 509 Agricultural groups, towns, counties,
regulators, implement dealers and manufacturers have been working since December
2013 to address the issues that have arisen regarding the current weight limits that
are imposed on farm implements. State Representative Keith Ripp (R-Lodi) and State
Senator Jerry Petrowski (R-Marathon) have drafted legislation to implement changes
and clarifications to Wisconsin's IoH statutes. There was a joint hearing on the IoH
legislation on January 28, 2014. Wisconsin farmers continue to support the
development of this important legislation.
Implementation of the MAC Credit. The passage of legislation last session that will

phase-out state income tax on farm income is critical for farmers in this economy.
Recently, a technical issue with the phase-out was discovered and legislation has
been written to resolve an error and secure the credit. State Representative Dale
Kooyenga (R-Brookfield) has authored legislation that will clarify that the MAC credit
may be claimed against the alternative minimum tax. Assembly Bill 484 and its
Senate companion, Senate Bill 378, authored by Senator Glenn Grothman (R-West
Bend), are currently pending before the state legislature.
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